
MEMO FROM EMMETT MAYOR GORDON W. PETRIE 

 

SUBJECT: THE DYSTOPIAN AND NEWLY ESTABLISHED (SOON GONE?) 

PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHOP, FORMERLY KNOWN AS CHAZ 

 

"Who controls the past controls the future: who controls the present controls the past." 

George Orwell, 1984. (1949) 

“We are not makers of history we are made by history.” Martin Luther King, Jr. (1963) 

To borrow from Dallas Cowboys owner Jerry Jones, “How ‘bout them Social Justice 

Warriors!”  E Pluribus Unum must go the way of Christopher Columbus statues.  Let’s be honest, 

the Social Justice Warriors (Marxists in the main) can’t stand the notion of the United States of 

America and the freedoms it formerly advanced and protected—particularly notions about Free 

Speech.  Washington-establishment types, regardless of party affiliation, simply don’t seem 

particularly interested in protecting those freedoms anymore.  This is why our current president is 

so dangerous to them: as an outsider, he doesn’t follow the Foggy Bottom script. 

Current events also clarify what Khrushchev meant in 1956 when he told a collection of 

Western Ambassadors at the Polish Embassy in Moscow, “We will bury you.”  It wasn’t 

necessarily the Soviet Union, but Marxism, currently sporting a fascist flair, that will bury us; at 

least, if we stand around like a bunch of sheep and allow it.    

Are we perfect as a nation?  Goodness, no.  We’re flawed human beings.  But we’re far 

better at equal treatment of individuals than Marxists. We now see firsthand what this brand of 

fascism looks like in the United States.  Black Shirts versus Brown Shirts generates the same 

results.  Who cares if minorities try to make a living in small businesses in downtown Portland or 

Seattle?  Too bad! Get out of the machine’s way…there’s a cultural revolution going on.  “Obey 

the revolutionaries or be crushed,” declares their capitalist-killing message.  As recently proven in 

CHOP, black lives matter less and less considering the recent shootings, not to mention the 

reported rapes.  

The CHOPESE reportedly jeered and attempted to block efforts of Seattle First Responders 

trying to recover the body of an apparent murder victim in the “autonomous zone”.  These 

“magnanimous and summer-of-love” protestors only want “Social Justice”.  Sadly, their Social 

Justice constitutes a lie.  It’s neither social nor any form of known justice—at least as practiced in 

CHOP.  No matter—folks like Soros and some US corporations will still fund the thuggery.  For 

them, it’s protection money. 



Following the senseless murder of George Floyd in Minneapolis by a rogue police officer 

employed by a Progressive city, one that kept the rogue knowing he had earned numerous 

excessive force complaints, we have witnessed nation-wide riots and looting (and similar conduct 

by globalists in European cities).   We now suffer through what amounts to the harvest of forty 

years-worth of high school and college students reading Howard Zinn’s highly inaccurate, Marxist 

and poisonous screed against the United States.  Oft-quoted by those who know nothing or very 

little about our nation’s history, Zinn’s The People’s History of the United States, constitutes a 

giant pile of steaming barn-yard manure.   

Indeed, it’s hard to imagine any book that has miseducated as many as Zinn’s, yet been so 

widely accepted by history instructors as a suitable text.  The lack of education our children now 

receive, particularly at the collegiate level, should trouble us all.  Parents pay a small fortune to 

have their children inculcated with Fake History and other alien notions about a country that now 

struggles to be the “shining city on a hill” as anarchists tear down cities run by feckless leaders 

who lean left.  Let’s defund those history departments and give the savings to Police Departments! 

For an informative read on just how bad Zinn’s book really is (even fellow Leftists in 

academia panned it) consider Debunking Howard Zinn: Exposing the Fake History That Turned a 

Generation against America by Mary Grabar.  While Fake News keeps us misinformed, weigh the 

damage Fake History is doing to our country.  

To Zinn, the very idea of the United States constitutes some kind of a terrible capitalistic, 

criminal and Christianized scam. All the sacrifices for freedom—from 1776 to the present—are 

anathema.  Forget liberty-seekers trying to get here from around the world, be it Cuba, the former 

Soviet Union, Eastern Bloc countries, Southeast Asia, Southwest Asia, or countries from Mexico 

to points south—many who died in the process. Forget them.  Those lives don’t matter.  To Zinn 

and his zombified apostles, our nation is a cancerous lesion that must be removed before it 

metastasizes to the rest of the planet, spreading our “nonsensical propaganda” about freedoms.  To 

Marxists like Zinn, true freedom means being taken care of from cradle to grave: just do what 

you’re told. 

Apparently, there will never be forgiveness by the Marxists for our “original sin”—the 

slavery sin.  It matters not we repented and self-corrected.  Consequently, our Republic is in real 

danger of vanishing.  These irrational, nutty Marxists actually demand, among other things, that 



people who never owned slaves, indeed, even descended from Union soldiers who helped free 

slaves, must pay reparations to those who never experienced slavery.   

Thus, we see the real motivation for tearing down the statues of Confederate (and 

Democratic) Generals; why portraits of pro-slavery (and Democratic) Speakers of the House have 

been removed; and even why the statues of Republicans Lincoln and Grant are now in danger in 

some radicalized cities.  Only then can the Big Lie be told over and over: Woke Progressive 

Americans, mostly of color, freed downtrodden, white-privilege-victimized African Americans 

from the wretched hands of the baskets-full-of-deplorable-Bible-waiving-gun-loving-and-God-

fearing-equal-rights-for-all Conservatives.  What civil war?  What Abolitionist Party?  Lincoln?  

You mean Ford’s supposed answer to the Cadillac?  Who cares if once-Democratic Senator Robert 

Byrd of West Virginia was a Kleagle (recruiter) in the KKK?  He’s dead.  Besides, Orwell noted 

over seventy years ago, “War is Peace/freedom is slavery [and] ignorance is strength.”  To contend 

otherwise means you lack wokeness.  I wonder if Reverend King would agree with such Fake 

History.  Please wake me up when 1968 is all over…again. 

 


